
HSD Kitchen Remodel Guide 

READY FOR A KITCHEN REFRESH BUT WANT TO SAVE $$$?   GLAD YOU FOUND US!



Thank you for considering us!
Repainting kitchen cabinets and creating phenomenal makeovers without spending
major remodel dollars--we are your go to kitchen remodel team that helps you save. 

Creating a brand new kitchen space can be overwhelming---but in the next few pages is
the exact outline on how to move forward with your project. HSD specializes in three
different areas---cabinet refinishing, modifications and wall + trim paint. 

Cabinet Refinishing: Changing the color and paint finish of your cabinets. We can also
hide your hinges on both MDF or Wood doors--ask us about this process! 

Cabinet Modifications: New doors, drawers, and modifying the layout of the kitchen.
This can include adding drawers where there are doors or building a new island. The
possibilities are up to you. We will always advise if a new build is a better option. 

Wall Trim and Ceiling Paint: Our teams can also assist with wall, trim and ceiling
repaint. Tired of popcorn ceilings or need 90s faux texture removed from your walls? We
can help with a total refresh

Need additional help? We have our go to list of preferred contractors we have finished
hundreds of projects with. From countertop fabricators, to tile installers and color
specialist--we will provide you our top go to list. We have worked one-on-one with
everyone on our list---just tell them HSD sent you! HSD also provides strategy
consulting calls if you plan on self managing the project, but need a bit more guidance. 

 

Let's create your kitchen & bathroom dreams....
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What's the HSD Difference? 

Kansas City Cabinet Refinishing 

Prep 
HSD uses Surf Prep sanding systems in

combination with regular sanding to ensure

proper adhesion. 

All areas covered with roof underlayment

sheeting while our team is in your home for

100% protection. 

Cabinets degreased and deglossed during our

intensive cleaning process. 

Production 

Professional trained refinishers

All cabinets sprayed for a fine furniture finish

Cabinets are generally finished in one week's

time frame. 

Professional trained refinishers

All cabinets sprayed for a fine furniture finish

Cabinets are generally finished in one week's

time frame. 

Product + Training 



HAPPY CLIENTS

Testimonials

This is just a small sample, We are happy to provide a full recent client
list so you can chat with homeowners who hired HSD.







Vendor and Budget List 

Need help with countertops, tile and color or design?

 HSD provides you the go-to-resource list of our favorite KC vendors. 

Potential clients receive this list after our in person consultation and

project review.  Everyone has found this very helpful---ask our previous

clients about their experience. 

Everything you need to manage your kitchen remodel 

H A M P T O N  S U R F A C E  D E S I G N  



ESTIMATE

PROJECT VISIT

STEP

IT'S A WRAP

OUR DESIGN PROCESS

05
Time to party

and celebrate! Your kitchen

transformation is complete

STEP HSD

Let's Chat 
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HSD will review photos and review your

project goals over a 10 -15 minute

phone call or let's Zoom!

Our project manager visits every

project once you are considering

working with HSD. We also offer

onsite consulting if you need help

coordinating other trades. 

An estimate is emailed to you---this is not

a quote. This is to help you with planning

and decide if it is within budget. If it is,

schedule your project review next! 

Your project manager and designated

teams start working on site.  It's go time!

Refinishing, modifications, and paint time.

PROJECT EXECUTION

STEP

STEP

STEP
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H A M P T O N  S U R F A C E  D E S I G N  



Kitchens should
be designed
around what is
truly important.

Fun, food and life. 

DANIEL BOULUD - CHEF | RESTAURATEUR







Full cabinet refinishing using Surf Prep Sanding Systems + Festool + Top Tier Coatings
Interior and Exterior options available. 

100% sprayed finishes

Benjamin Moore Color samples overnight via Fed Ex.

Changing exposed hinges to hidden hinges, optional.

Modifications such as new doors, island build, change desk to drawers. 
Install soft close hinges and Drawer Boxes

Wall + Trim + Ceiling Paint 

Removing Popcorn Ceiling + Adding Knockdown Texture

Ask us! We can generally help with a variety of additional areas. 

OUR SERVICES

Fully trained in advanced cabinet refinishing. We go beyond painting your cabinets.
100% sprayed industrial coatings color matched to any color. Easy to touch up in the

future, yet give the look of a fine furniture finish. 
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More family time 49% 

More home cooking  41% 

More entertaining 40%  

Less takeout 34% 

More working at home 32% 

More baking 30% 

More sit down meals 29% 

More fruits and veggies 26% 

According to a 2016 Houzz survey, “a third of homeowners report leading a healthier lifestyle after a

kitchen renovation, from eating more fruits and vegetables to preparing more meals at home.”

KITCHEN REMODEL
STATISTICS

Your kitchen is a 
powerful space in your home. 
It holds the link to your health

and happiness.  
HAMPTON SURFACE DESIGN 



HSD
Thank you for considering 
Hampton Surface Design.

READY TO
REFRESH YOUR

KITCHEN? 


